










































































portray relative motion of reflected particles), navigational com
puters, and radar altimeters. In the eyewall experiment, the com

mand WC-121 stays outside the storm at about 6,000 feet and moni
tors Stormfury aircraft operating in and near the hurricane. At a 

given moment, the WC-121 might be monitoring as many as 12 air
craft, between 1,000 and 42,000 feet. The command WC-121 also 

takes meteorological measurements. 
The seeding is made at altitudes of at least 35,000 feet by A6-A 

Intruder all-weather attack jets, which are equipped for massive 

seeding operations. Seeding is accomplished by launching Alectos

small pyrotechnic canisters whose exhaust products form a stream 

of silver iodide particles-into the eyewall upstream of the hot 
chimneys. In the eyewall experiment, 80 Alectos are dropped on each 

of five seeding runs, made at 2-hour intervals. The twin-engine 
jet seeders also provide meteorological data. 

The ESSA DC-6's and DC-4 and additional Navy WC-12l's 

alternately monitor inflow at low-to-intermediate altitudes (1,000-

12,000 feet) within the storm, one operating at midlevel and three 

alternating on low-level passes. One of the WC-12l's launches drop

sondes, instrument packages dropped from aircraft that send mete

orological readings back to an airborne receiver. The ESSA WB-57 
and the Air Force WB-47 measure high-level outflow from the hur

ricane. Air Force WC-130's operating near 30,000 feet make radar 

and cloud physics measurements. Above the storm-at altitudes near 
60,000 feet-Air Force aircraft provide photographic coverage and 

measure wind and temperature. 

The 8-hour experiment-and, through 1966, conditions pre

vented this massive eyewall seeding-is only a beginning. The digital 
and photographic records gathered by Stormfury aircraft are an

alyzed for the following season, and the one after. Year by year, the 
project evolves in response to the addition of knowledge, and raises 

its chances of success. 

To describe Project Stormfury simply as an operation, though, 

is to miss its importance as a symbol. It is an extension of man's per
sistent effort to shape the world around him, to make it more ac

commodating and hospitable to his kind; there is a mythological 
sweep to the notion of tiny man taming giant hurricanes. 

If Stormfury is successful, it will provide the human counter

thrust to the advance of destruction from the tropical sea. But while 
that weapon is being forged, ESSA keeps its watch on the warm 

ocean beneath the advancing sun, and when the great cloud spirals 

grow, gives timely warnings. 
U.S. Navy Photo 
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